Unit 5
Work and
communication

2nd Grade

1.- WORKING IN THE NATURAL WORLD

Some people work to obtain natural
products that we all need.
They are:
- Arable farmers: cultivate the land
to get food and others plant products.
- Livestock farmers: look after
animals to get food and other animal
products.
- Fishermen: catch fish from the sea
and rivers.
- Miners: take minerals from the
ground.

Activity 1
-

Write T(true) or F(false).
Miners take minerals from the ground. ……………
Livestock farmers grow plants for food. …………..
Arable farmers grow food such as vegetables. …….
Fishermen look after animals to get food. …………

Activity 2
-

Do you know where different foods come from?
Milk comes from ……………………………………..
Tuna comes from ……………………………………..
Eggs come from ………………………………………
Tomatoes come from …………………………………
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Activity 3
Circle the tools that go with each job.

2.- WORKING IN A FACTORY

Products and food from nature often
go to factories.
Factory workers use machines to turn
natural things into manufactured
products.
These machines help the workers to
produce large quantities of products
very quickly.
We often use the word industry to
describe this type of work.
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Activity 4
Complete these sentences with these
words: bread- cheese- pasta- yoghurt
-We use wheat to make ………………
and ……………………………
-We use milk from cows to make
…………………………… and …………………………

Activity 5
Math the products with the industry.Circle
them in blue,green or orange.
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Activity 6
True or false? Write true or false.
-Factories turn natural things into
manufactured products. ……………………
-People use wheat to make bread. ……………………
- The textile industry make things like
computers.
-People use milk to make yoghurt. …………………
-People use fruit to make juice. ……………………
3.- WORKING IN THE SERVICE INDUSTRY
Some people work to - provide a service
and help people.
These services include
health,
education, shops, transport
and
tourism.
-

Activity 7

Match the photo to the services.
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Activity 8
Who needs these tools to do their job?
Waiter- hairdresser- cook- television
journalist

………………

……………….

……………….

……………..

Activity 9
Guess. Teacher or doctor?
- People visit me when they are ill. I
help them to get better. …………………………
- I help chidren to learn important
things. ……………………………
- What type of service do they provide?
education:……………………
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4.- PERSONAL COMMUNICATION
- with each other to
People communicate
exchange information.
If the people are - not in the same
place, there are different
ways to
communicate.
Some of these are:
- telephones, mobiles

and e-mails.

-

Activity 10

Can you identify the parts of a computer?
mouse- monitor- keyboard

…………………………

……………………………

……………………………

Activity 11
Look at the image and answer the
questions.

-Look at the e-mail address.What symbol
is missing?
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Activity 12

Write your e-mail address.

5.- THE MASS MEDIA.THE INTERNET

The mass media describes big
organisations that transmit
information
to lots of people at the same time.
The information can be for
entertainment
Or to tell people what is happening
around the world. The mass media
includes: television, radio and the
press.
The Internet makes communication very
easy and fast.
Many people use it to communicate with
other people, to get information or
for entertainment.
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Activity 13
Match the type of mass media to the
picture and to the definition.
1-radio

----

2- television

---

3-the press

---

-Transmits images and sound at the same
time. ___
-Uses written language and printed
pictures. ___
- Transmits only sounds. ___

Activity 14
Read and write the correct word.
radio- newspaper- television
- A …………………consists of paper.It has news
stories and photos.
- I like listening to pop songs on the
……………………………
- I watch my favourite cartoons on the
……………………………
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